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Tumor marker screening by insurers is one of the most significant and controversial developments in insurance testing. The debate is ongoing. Key dimensions of the issue have been recently described. We do not wish to reiterate any of those dimensions, nor do we wish to comment favorably or unfavorably on tumor marker screening by insurers. Rather, we believe there are some important and interesting theoretical considerations for the evaluation of cancer screening tests in clinical or insurance medicine. This article illustrates the biologic variability of two malignancies which may not be widely appreciated. New work has shown dichotomous populations within groups of patients known to have monoclonal gammopathy of unknown significance (MGUS) and childhood neuroblastoma. In addition, this article elucidates the role of lead time bias and length bias in the interpretation of screening tests. This has significance for all screening tests, not just cancer screening tests or tumor marker screening tests.

Effective test utilization requires careful data-driven reasoning in several disciplines. Cancer biology is highly variable and our currently incomplete knowledge is continually expanding. Wide-population-based objective clinical epidemiologic data are now being collected which will more accurately reflect average outcome (e.g., MEDIS groups have been mandated in several states). The statistics of testing must be carefully evaluated for individual predictive value, population outcome predictions, and multiple sources of bias.

The biology of cancer is enormously variable even between individuals with the same malignancy. Advances in molecular biology provide new non-morphologic molecular indicators of prognosis in many forms of cancer. Clinical medicine continues to have few tools to detect cancer until some time after its biological onset. Biological onset may have a variable relationship to the clinical onset. The natural history of a cancer’s biologic course is difficult to study in human populations. Detection methods and therapeutic modalities change, which alters the natural history during the course of our collective experience. The best data are derived from longitudinal inclusive cohort studies which are difficult in the medically mobile American society. These problems have been discussed previously. Two illustrative examples offer insight into biological variability and test utility (childhood neuroblastoma and adult plasma cell dyscrasias).

Adequate longitudinal cohort data exist showing childhood neuroblastoma to be a heterogeneous disease. At one extreme is a non-aggressive biology that may regress spontaneously and is curable in 90% of cases, even if detected after symptoms develop. This non-aggressive tumor has identifiable genetic markers and is thought to have a longer interval from biologic onset to clinical detection. At the other extreme is a very aggressive biology which is genetically different, most frequently unresponsive to therapy, thought to have a shorter interval from biological onset to clinical detection, and is highly unlikely to regress spontaneously. These two processes do not appear to interconvert.

Both types of neuroblastoma can be detected by a technically practical urine test for elevated catecholamines and metabolites. The current consensus in America is that the urine test is not being implemented because positive tests are much more likely to detect the indolent, responsive, non-aggressive tumors which respond well even after detected clinically, and early detection appears to have little benefit for the aggressive tumors. This is an example of careful reasoning and recognition of the length bias in cancer screening strategies discussed below.

Cohort studies require longer duration in adults. Robert Kyle has studied a cohort with “incidentally” found monoclonal gammopathy. All 241 patients’ malignancies were discovered before 1971 and all were determined to be monoclonal gammopathy of unknown significance (MGUS) at time of discovery. Known cases of multiple myeloma, macroglobulinemia, amyloidosis, lymphoma, etc., were excluded from the cohort. These patients have been followed since 1971, a monumental achievement. No quantitative change in paraprotein has occurred in 57 (24%) of these people. An increased protein without overt symptoms was observed in 7 (3%). Multiple myeloma requiring intervention occurred in 53 (22%), with a median onset of three years after discovery of the gammopathy. More than half (124; 51%) died of causes unrelated to their gammopathy. This illustrates the varied course of plasma cell dyscrasias and the necessity of cohort studies to determine variability in cancer biology.

Monoclonal gammopathy is easily detected by serum protein electrophoresis and immunoelectrophoretic methods. The clinical significance is readily determined by bone marrow
biopsy and skeletal radiology. Screening populations for monoclonal gammopathy will find many more MGUS than rapidly impending myeloma. Testing identifies a group with increased mortality, i.e., 22% developed myeloma. However, in 51%, the finding presumably had no significance related to mortality. The decision making regarding benefits of screening to a population and to individuals is actively discussed in clinical medicine as well as insurance medicine.

The biological variability of cancer induces predictable biases in any study of screening tests. The more easily understood are the selection bias among those tested and diagnostic bias by the test interpreters (frequently radiologists or pathologists). More subtle biases that falsely suggest a survival benefit in the screened population are lead time bias and length bias. In addition, the “Will Rogers Phenomenon” complicates comparison of studies done at different times. That is, newer, more sensitive detection systems classify cases as “bad” when earlier methods would have classified them as “good.”

Lead time bias results from moving the detection earlier in the course. However, if therapy fails to change the time from biological onset until death, then survival after detection is erroneously biased toward longer survival in the screened population. No real change in life years compared to an unscreened population has occurred.

We believe the length bias is of greatest interest in insurance medicine. Length bias occurs because slower growing, less aggressive tumors have a longer course than aggressive, rapidly fatal tumors. Therefore, anytime a population is screened, most of the cases found will be nonaggressive. This length bias may artifactualy make survival appear longer in patients detected in an early screening program than those detected clinically. Vigorous discussion continues regarding the influence of length bias on clinical screening programs.

Figure 1 is an adaptation from Hulka and illustrates the variability in cancer biology and the potential impact of testing upon the identification of excess mortality for a hypothetical cancer. The figure shows biological onset (B) at the same time in the two courses. This is an over simplification. The age of incidence and relative frequency of the two courses must be determined from longitudinal cohort data and are required to make reasonable judgments. If a population is screened, the preclinical-test-detected (PC-TD) cases will be biased toward an increased relative frequency of the nonaggressive tumors, each with fewer years of life lost than the aggressive tumors.

The utility of screening also requires data regarding predictive value of tests and prevalence of disease, which has been discussed elsewhere. Frequently careful quantitative epidemiologic interpretations are counter-intuitive. Remember, with a test that is 95% specific and 95% sensitive for a disease with a prevalence of 0.001, only one positive test among 51 positives will represent a true positive. Both clinical and insurance medicine have responsibilities to all, be they false positives, false negatives, true positives, or true negatives. We must remember that the superb sensitivity and specificity achieved in anti-HIV testing is rare in laboratory medicine.

When cancer screening tests are undertaken in clinical medicine, it is always presumed that “prognosis is a function of detection.” That is, early detection postpones death due to this cause or increases years of high quality life. Lead time bias and length bias must always be considered and are difficult to exclude. Very few effective cancer screening programs exist and many of those in place endure continuing debate. Accumulating adequate data to unequivocally support any cancer detection system is a large undertaking.

If cancer detection systems are independently studied by insurance medicine, the same biases need to be understood. Length biases may act as a positive attribute by lengthening
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A -------- Time line for aggressive tumor
I -------- Time line for indolent tumor

NL ............. Biologically normal?
B ............. Biological onset
PC-TD .......... Preclinical test detectable and asymptomatic
Sx .......... Symptoms
UD .......... Usual detection time by clinical means
D .......... Death
the time for disease detection. Tests may identify populations with increased mortality but individual predictions may have great uncertainty.\textsuperscript{16,17} Cumulative population outcomes may be estimated with some precision, but insurance medicine must deal effectively with its public image. The lay press\textsuperscript{16} readily discusses company attempts to limit insurance risks while not discussing adverse effects of antiselection by the applicants. Any program requires clear protocols for dealing with both positive and negative tests and, remember, there may be many false positives and a few false negatives and no clues which is which.

As new technology becomes available, we are challenged to make sound quantitative decisions under uncertain conditions.\textsuperscript{19} We need to seek unimpeachable data, search for biases, and discard inconclusive data.

Finally, we must remember the "framing of questions" or "views of the situation" can have a profound impact on any decision.\textsuperscript{22} Logical and quantitative thought is needed to find tests that yield the most positive financial, medical, emotional, and market outcomes. We hope this editorial and bibliography will solicit discussion.
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